Myocardial cell relationships during morphogenesis in normal and cardiac lethal mutant axolotls, Ambystoma mexicanum.
Sarcomere formation has been shown to be deficient in the myocardium of axolotl embryos homozygous for the recessive cardiac lethal gene c. We examined the developing hearts of normal and cardiac mutant embryos from tailbud stage 33 to posthatching stage 43 by scanning electron microscopy in order to determine whether that deficiency has any effect on heart morphogenesis. Specifically, we investigated the relationships of myocardial cells during the formation of the heart tube (stage 33), the initiation of dextral looping (stages 34-36), and the subsequent flexure of the elongating heart (stages 38-43). In addition, we compared the morphogenetic events in the axolotl to the published accounts of comparable stages in the chick embryo. In the axolotl (stage 33), changes in cell shape and orientation accompany the closure of the myocardial trough to form the tubular heart. The ventral mesocardium persists longer in the axolotl embryo than in the chick and appears to contribute to the asymmetry of dextral looping (stages 34-36) in two ways. First, as a persisting structure it places constraints on the simple elongation of the heart tube and the ability of the heart to bend. Second, after it is resorbed, the ventral myocardial cells that contributed to it are identifiable by their orientation, which is orthogonal to adjacent cells: a potential source of shearing effects. Cardiac lethal mutant embryos behave identically during these events, indicating that functional sarcomeres are not necessary to these processes. The absence of dynamic apical myocardial membrane changes, characteristic of the chick embryo (Hamburger and Hamilton stages 9-11), suggests that sudden hydration of the cardiac jelly is less likely to be a major factor in axolotl cardiac morphogenesis. Subsequent flexure (stages 38-43) of the axolotl heart is the same in normal and cardiac lethal mutant embryos as the myocardial tube lengthens within the confines of a pericardial cavity of fixed length. However, the cardiac mutant begins to exhibit abnormalities at this time. The lack of trabeculation (normally beginning at stage 37) in the mutant ventricle is evident at the same time as an increase in myocardial surface area, manifest in extra bends of the heart tube at stage 39. Nonbeating mutant hearts (stage 41) have an abnormally large diameter in the atrioventricular region, possibly the result of the accumulation of ascites fluid. In addition, mutant myocardial cells have a larger apical surface area compared to normals.